
SECRETS OF THE AGES SEEN 
IN WORLD'S GREAT ARCHITECTURE

The great pyramid, truly a master form, daily increases in worth as a 
magnificent library in stone, a time capsule containing infinite wisdom 
and knowledge, a legacy of the Divine, or near Divine Beings who preceded 
us on this planet. Great minds here and there through time have decoded 
her secrets, some seeing fragments of the mother form's language in 
history's outstanding architectural marvels, including Europe's cathedrals.

One such man, the late Fulcanelli, master alchemist, teacher and writer, 
along with so many other splendid wayshowers didn't pass away in an 
ordinary way, rather he walked off into oblivion never to be seen again; 
though it was his second walk of a kind before final departure from the 
human scene. Fortunately, Fulcanelli left a profound and revealing manu- 
script 'Le Mysterie des Cathedrales' in the hands of a devoted Student 
in 1922.

Fulcanelli, because of his unusual awareness and great sensitivity, 
coupled with advanced mental evolution, rediscovered the hidden code in 
cathedrals and ancient architecture. The master alchemist saw all phenom
ena as combinations of Divine energy, symbols in meaning not accessible 
to ordinary sense perception. Stained glass Windows, their rose color, the 
gargoyles sculptured in cathedral walls and other subtle glyphs suggested 
to Fulcanelli patterns of understanding related to the Hermetic (morning 
star) the phonetic Cabala and more. He could somehow perceive inwardly 
those marvels denied his material senses. Here, the eighty year-old master 
was able to unlock the almost forgotten secrets of alchemy, a Science once
known to Pythagorean Greece and Bronze Age Egyptian priests. This 
Science, labeled "a total Science of energy transformation," enabled the 
alchemist to create energy. from matter.

The ability to convert base metals into gold, has apparently been 
achieved with varying degrees of success throughout the ages, as the secrets 
were handed down one-to-one from master to Student. Another approach 
in unlocking the keys of this knowledge rested in the externalized forms 
of antiquity in stone, including the cathedrals of Fulcanelli's study. Except 
for his discoveries, alchemy, the hidden sicence behind Chemistry might 
have been lost early in this Century.

Canseliet, Fulcanelli's pupil recalled the visage of his master 81 years 
old in 1922, a pleasant but stränge man. Some thirty years later, the 
Student again encountered his master, "miraculously transformed in 
appearance," he said "to that of a man no more than fifty years of age." 
Continued on page 3
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EGYPT MAY HOLD KEY TO ATLANTEAN CRYSTAL
The late, modern day prophet, Edgar Cayce oncä-said, instructions long 

stored in Egypt will be found, giving details for man to again construct 
the mighty Atlantean Crystal.

According to Cayce, Atlantean initiates labeled the huge crystal, the 
Tuaoi (too-oyee) Stone.' This six-sided, great and powerful cylindrical 
crystal, with detached crystal capstone was presumably capable of gather- 
ing solar, starlight and earth energies, plus elemental forces not found in 
the earth's atmosphere. The towering 'Firestone,' using induction methods, 
apparently operated with waves of energy registering in frequencies not 
found in the electromagnetic spectrum.

The well evolved, but imperfect, Atlantean high priests likely under- 
stood the laws of growing crystals to such great sizes. In its perfect shape 
and purity, the Tuaoi Stone gathered and focused intense rays of heat and 
light. The point of greatest force emanated between the two-piece, poly- 
hedron (six-sided) crystal base, at its top, and the bottom surface of the 
crystal capstone.

Claims for the Tuaoi's use as an energy projection Instrument of such 
magnitude included: retarding the ageing process and rejuvenation in the 
bodies of Atlantean citizens; Suspension of gravity, elevating and powering 
craft in the air on land, sea, and providing a motive force for vessels 
beneath the waters. Due to the Atlantean Fire Crystal's omni and laser-like, 
directional capabilities, Cayce reported its use as a powerful distributional
center for public Communications, radio, television, intelligent, extra- 
terrestrial relay, and a contact between the infinite and infinity.

The Atlantean initiates had apparently achieved a four-dimensional 
technology enabling them to Photograph and encode or read at a distance, 
glyphs or inscriptions through stone, water or any substance. The concen- 
trated beam directed through this super crystal gave them extended powers 
whereby those in Charge could tarne and harness the brüte force of light- 
ning, warm and illuminate buildings and open spaces throughout the 
continent and islands of Atlantis. Pinpoint rays focused through the 
massive prism complex, it is said, finally tuned too high by the high priests, 
under the influence of the elite and sons of Belial, activated volcanoes, 
melted mountains and caused other geological upheavals, ultimately 
causing a sinking of the now lost continent of Atlantis.

Edgar Cayce and other mediums indicate the Atlantean records, still 
intact, will likely be found in Egypt, the Yucatan and beneath the sea at 
Bimini. It is believed discovery will only be made by those individuals who 
have attained a high degree of purification and mental-spiritual develop
ment, selflessness, wisdom and understanding required to receive this 
knowledge. These souls, it is believed, will safely enter the chambers of 
the most high to interpret the cryptic coding and messages of import. 
All this should coincide with the time of evolution in the races who will 
join in the responsibility connected with the Tuoai Stone's momentous 
rediscovery.

DOME STRUCTURE HOUSING ATLANTEAN CRYSTAL (THE 'TUAOI STONE') 
referred to in readings by Edgar Cayce . .. The center of this structure was probably 
lined with non-conductive metals or stone. The oval dorne could be rolled back 
allowing the sun's rays and a multitude of energies from terrain and space to enter 
the crystal forms for later transmission throughout Atlantis.
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GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE ENDOCRINE GLANDS
By Rukhamani Devi .

A free translation of the word, 
"Chakra,” is a wheel of energy, rotating 
inside the body. The seven chakras are: 
1) Muladhara— working through the go- 
nads (ovaries in women and testes in 
men); 2) Swadhishana—working through 
the adrenals; 3) Manipura —working 
through the pancreas (leyden center or 
cells of leydig); 4) Anahata—working 
through the thymus; 5) Vishudda—work
ing through the thyroid and parathyroid;
6) Ajna-working through the pituitary; 7) Sahasrar—working through the 
pineal; they are located inside the body near the spine, and cover the 
area from the base of the spine to the top of the head. There are three 
additional chakras in the psychic bodies or sheaths that surround the 
physical body. We are somewhat concerned with these psychic chakras 
and learn to align them with the chakras of the physical body using 
pranayamas (energy control and regulated breathing).

THE USE OF MANTRAS IN CHAKRA AWARENESS:
The following sounds are associated with the seven physical centers: 

Lang...........gonads, Vang............ adrenals,
Rang.......... pancreas (leyden center), Yang............thymus,
Hang.......... thyroid, Ang.......... pituitary, and
Aum...........pineal.

The seed mantra, such as Lang for the first center, when chanted over 
and over on an out breath will bring awareness of the energy in the asso
ciated center.

Always precede each chant with an Aum (example: AUM-Lang-Lang- 
Lang-Lang-Lang-Lang—).

When you become aware of the energy moving in a center where you 
are concentrating, move to the next higher center with the correct chant. 
Move systematically from one chakra to the next until you are experiencing 
the flow of energy from kundalini up through all centers and out at the 
top of your head. This energy will pulsate in your spinal cord and rock 
your body gently.

An alternate method of Mantra to arouse and move the energy is to 
chant repeatedly: AUM-Lang-Vang-Rang-Yang-Hang-Ang-AUM. This chant 
done while sitting in padmasana or cross-legged Position is a good prepara- 
tion for meditation. A (For further information regarding Rukhamani 
Devi's new, spiral bound book Chakra Awareness, write to the author at 
108 Avenue "B", Boise, Idaho, 83702.)

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA GEORGY GIRL AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
Florida’s Loxahatchie River had seven porpoises. Here fol- 

lows what happened to six of them . . .
(1) Swam back to the ocean (the lucky one); (2) murdered 

with an arrow; (3) (4) (5) and (6) kidnapped for a seaquarium.
This left “Georgy Girl,” so named by Vicki Lund. “Georgy 

Girl,” lonely from being orphaned, sought out human com- 
panionship. She encouraged humans to play with her by 
nudging branches to them. She played with the lures like a 
String and ball tossed out to a cat.

Who adopted who? A mutual bond of love developed. Georgy 
Girl clicked happily with frolicking children. if she accidentally 
hurt anyone the mammal wouid murmur sounds of consolation 
and massage the tender spot with her beak.

Then a sad day came along. The children searched for the 
friendly porpoise but she eouldn’t be found. Nightfall passed 
with hope carrying anxious searchers into the next day. Appre- 
hension turned to sorrow as Georgy Girl’s lifeless body floated 
limp on the water. The dead porpoise’s body was full of bullet 
holes.

“If we do not show enough sensitivity to preserve our 
creation, we will be callous enough to destroy ourselves.”

Tony Mallin ©

PYRAMIDMANIA
The Great Pyramid seems to be all things to all people. The master form 

obviously contains incalculably valuable information relating to our 
physical and esoteric Sciences (the spiritual Sciences), Biblical prophecy, 
the arts, evolution of man and the illuminations of all time. The estab- 
lished and recorded measurements in the Great Pyramid show information 
proven in the international geo-physical year 1957-58, via satellite, that 
the precise diameter of the earth, the distance to celestial bodies, etc., was 
already encoded in the Great Pyramid. Did the pyramid’s designer- 
builders have the ability to observe from space also?

Today, we have some monumental madness going on. As the commer- 
cial market for pyramid replicas increases a growing form of pyramidiocy 
emerges. Here are a few Claims and counterclaims being made in the name 
of increased sales. The ’Guide generally agrees with the counterclaims.

THE PYRAMID ENHANCES YOUR SEX LIFE: If one needs a pyra
mid to improve their sexual activity they have a problem. By the time the 
model has been set up, one may find their partner has quietly slipped out 
the side door.

PYRAMID REPLICA CREATES SUPER-BABIES: While the pyramid 
environment seems conducive to deeper and relaxed meditations, et al.. . 
the visitor inside has some growth and learning to work out. It’s how we 
deal with form in life that’s more important than how it deals with us.

THE PYRAMID REPLICA CHASES AWAY BAD SPIRITS AND 
BRINGS GOOD LUCK: A visualized bright light of protection built 
around the meditating subject is sufficient. We create our own demons. 
Good luck and its charms lie in the eyes of the beholder. One man’s good 
luck can be another man’s disaster.

SLEEPING UNDER PYRAMID REPLICAS WILL TURN THE SUB
JECT INTO A MUMMY: Only when a plant is separated from its roots, or 
a limb is cut off from a human or animal, or fruit separated from the tree, 
does it mummify. Any organism connected to its life source inside a 
pyramid enters a higher state of Vibration.

PUT YOUR BED IN THE KING’S CHAMBER LOCALE: The king’s 
chamber is not the most powerful energy point in the Great Pyramid, or 
its replicas as so commonly believed. Just above or below the apex is the 
most potent energy site in any pyramid. A “Snoopy-like” bed on top can 
be drafty.

YOUR PYRAMID MUST BE ORIENTED TO TRUE OR MAGNETIC 
NORTH: Don’t you believe it. Yes, if you are working with magnetic 
experiments; otherwise your pyramid will function beautifully in most 
experiments while aligned in any direction.

ANDRE BOVIS, A FRENCHMAN DISCOVERED THAT THE PYRA
MID CAUSES MUMMIFICATION: Bovis, owner of a bicycle shop in 
Paris and a radiesthesiest in the 1930s discovered this phenomenon, as 
many before him did, a list of names too long to list here.

 _______ , A RECENT VISITOR, WAS THE FIRST TO
SLEEP IN THE KING’S CHAMBER OF THE GREAT PYRAMID: Not 
true. Paul Brunton, and numerous pyramid explorers dating back into the 
last Century all spent one or more nights in the king’s chamber, a place 
better to be awake in than asleep. One claimant says in a past life he 
originally conceived the idea and supervised the Great Pyramid’s construc- 
tion. Top that one.
• PYRAMID ENERGY IS ALL BIOCOSMIC (BIOPLASMIC) ENERGY: 

To date, solar, light, color, sound, lunar, magnetic, electrical, electro- 
static, gravitic and a host of other energies have been found operative 
within the pyramid shape; not to mention alterations in physical, mental 
and emotional energies invoived when meditators sit inside the form. So 
it isn’t AN energy, we are dealing with a multiplicity of energies, all 
functioning with varying degrees of intensity according to the nature of 
the test invoived. A

BACK ISSUES OF THE PYRAMID GUIDE, INTERNATIONAL 
BI-MONTHLY NEWS- LETTER ... in any combination or series . . .
Issues number 1 (Sept.-Oct. 1972), through current issue number 25 
@ $1.00 each. Order P. O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, California 93105.

THE PYRAMID GUIDE
An international bi-monthly newsletter issued Jan., March, May, July, Sept., and 

Nov. Annual Subscription rate $6.00. Canada and Mexico, $7.00 annual rate (airmail 
$3.00 extra). All other foreign $10.00 (by air mail only). Edited and published by 
Bill Cox of EL CARISO PUBLICATIONS, P.O. Box 30305. 741 Rosarita Lane, 
Santa'Barbara CA 93105,

Opinions expressed by contributing writers do not necessarily reflect those of 
the editorial staff and publisher of the Pyramid Guide and El Cariso Publications.

Copyright © 1976 by El Cariso Publications, printed in the United States of 
America. All rights reserved. No part of this letter may be used or reproduced without 
written permission of El Cariso Publications.
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John Searl, British engineer, was developing a generator for the Mid

lands Electricity Board in 1949. The device consisting of magnetic rings 
rotating in different directions astounded the scientist by revolving with a 
sudden lift-off. The disk hovered overhead approximately fifty feet 
emanating a pink glow before racing off into space at incredible speeds.

In the ensuing years, John Searl and fellow researchers have spent over 
a million pounds, sending aloft some fifty levity disks. One ten foot 
diameter saucer, operating without fuel, reportedly crossed over Cornwall 
in a few minutes and went into orbit around the earth five times. A similar 
disk traced by radio, traveled within a few miles of the moon.

Noiseless, high voltage generators surrounded by vacuum, (magnetic 
thrust from centrifugal force) apparently collects solar energy and drives 
the craft without any signs of power pollution. The highly maneuverable 
Levity Disk seems to have unlimited speed and can easily take off or land 
with vertical movement.

The Searl National Space Consortium with over one thousand Share
holders and members throughout the world now boasts tracking stations 
in Portugal and Denmark and an additional laboratory in Japan. To help 
raise money, the group is working on a two-man, $66,000 show and 
demonstration disk, capable of taking off from England and visiting foreign 
lands. Observers below will see this disk as a ball of fire, but the pilots will 
be perfectly safe as high temperatures outside the craft can't penetrate the 
surrounding vacuum. Searl says the disk could reach the moon in less than 
an hour, and a trip to Mars would take about one month. Pilots can 
maneuver the craft by opening cells in the disk's surface altering the 
saucer's balance along the rim.

Some outstanding features of Searl's levity disk include fueless Opera
tion, automatic beacon control, and the ability to hover with its vacuum 
drawing and snuffing out the flames of forest fires. The disk may be able 
to project this vacuuming capability into the eye of a hurricane to dissolve 
its force. Moreover, the levity disk will operate easily in any kind of 
weather.

The consortium also plans to construct a thirty meter diameter, fifty- 
plus passenger disk with an additional 2,000 pound freight payload. But a 
giant 550 foot diameter, levity disk, luxury hotel which can land for 
overnight visits at selected locations on the globe will allow tourists to 
sleep on board throughout their travels. This plan öfters unheard of travel 
accommodations, according to Searl.

Even beyond, Searl envisions 'STARSHIP EZEKIEL' a 1,000 passenger 
levity disk, now in a highly developed planning stage, awaiting some 
$20,000,000 funding. This sky vessel will carry scientists in a matter of 
minutes to far off investigative sites not now accessible to them. John 
Searl, lacking formal training in astro-physics has demonstrated a profound 
knowledge in this field. His discovery some twenty-seven years ago showed 
a spinning metal disk's magnetic force-field registers negative energy 
extending to the disk's periphery, where positive waves move inward to 
the craft's rotational axis.

For more Information on the Consortium's activities, write to: Robert 
Nelson, Superintendent of Documents, S.N.S.R.C., P.O. Box 848, Station 
A, Montreal, P.Q., Canada. A

LEVITATION,. SEEING AND NOT BELIEVING . . . The March 1829 issue of 
Asiatic Monthly Journal describes a yogin who could seemingly stay aloft without 
any visible means of Support from twelve to forty minutes. The holy man readily 
repeated the performance anywhere without pay, not saying how he achieved the 
feat, merely that he had been accustomed to do so.

LEVITY DISK OR FLYING SAUCER . . .? The Searl, anti-gravity unit is the first 
craft, designed and built on earth with speed and operational capabilities approaching 
the performance of our so-called UFOs.

DOUBLE CAPSTONE, FOCUSSING CRYSTAL PYRAMID ... Meditation, with 
Michael Kelley of Great Pyramid Cheops Research and Development Co., Webster 
Groves, Mo., lying supine and serene inside.

SECRETS (continued from page 1).
Did he possess. wisdoms attributed to Saint Germain, alchemist of amazing 
powers? In the 1940s, Fulcanelli, later may have revealed himself to 
Jacques Bergier, a French researcher, approaching Bergier on the dangers 
of government experimentation with nuclear energy. The elusive alchemist 
hasn't been seen since.

Gurdjieff noting the large differences in the levels of perception in 
people just as there are vast differences in levels of art, described Western 
art as purely accidental, ever subject to the idea, feeling or mood of the 
artist. "No two artists see the same sunset," he would say. "But in true 
objective art, there could be no accident. Objective art," he said, "is 
mathematics with everything known beforehand, well calculated and 
always producing the same impression regardless of the observer, but only 
seen or understood according to the viewer's level of awareness . . ." 
Gurdjieff compared objective art with books on math or chemistry, with 
one exception. "Objective art can affect the emotional as well as the 
mental process of man," he said.

The master teacher cited the Sphinx as an objective work of art, its 
deeply structured message(s) awaiting the attention and understanding of 
those who could decode its ancient language. He said the mythological art 
of ancient times could be read like a book, mentally and emotionally. 
They are in essence, according to Gurdjieff, materialized thought forms, 
transcending great spans of time.

Manly Hall explains the deep symbolism in the old architecture, 
patterned after the human body, or the four gospels, or the micro and 
macrocosm or created as a balanced theatrical, musical instrument in 
stone. As man progressed more into materialism, the spiritual qualities of 
ancient architecture appealing to man/woman's divine nature were lost in 
first, the Baroque, and later exaggerations of Rococo construction, catering 
mostly to the observer's sensual nature.

Fulcanelli's contribution to unravelling the mysteries of the Gothic 
cathedrals and similar edifices, "reveals an evolutionary instruction," say 
his followers, "wholly unsuspected by the profane, uniquely implanted by 
its designer-builders." A



RINGS-DOTS, ENERGY FORM ... Photo was taken 
in sky near the Colisseum, by Judy Kutal in Rome, 
Italy, June '76. Judy says she wasn't aware of the 
object when triggering the shutter. Sightings of un- 
explained phenomena often occur with the camera’s 
eye capturing what the eyes do not see.

CORRECTION . . . Bill Weiss, author of 'Dorje Thunder
bott, a Psychotronic Generator,' appearing in the last 
issue says the word 'Egyptian' in the first paragraph 
should read 'Tibetan' Book of the Dead. Thank you, 
Bill.

THE CREATION RESEARCH SOCIETY, % Emmett 
Williams, Jr., 403 Library Dr., Greenville, S.C. 29614, 
Sponsors creationist-oriented projects in engineering, 
mathematical, philosophical, geological, Chemical, and 
various other subjects. Submit proposals, whether College 
group or individual.

SPACE-AGE ALCHEMISTS
Dear Mr. Cox,

Arthur Matthews of Quebec, with whom I have a 
continuous correspondence (having had, in a way, similar 
experiences) and being interested in Cosmic Rays, and 
their possible use for mortals, teils me you run a publica- 
tion called Pyramid Guide Newsletter.

I am one who believes there are great secrets con- 
cealed in the Great Pyramid, Cosmic Energy and proph- 
ecy and much, much more far beyond the present con
sciousness level of most mortals. I presume your publi- 
cation has to do with energy.

I look upon the universe as one great System of 
energy Conservation, without beginning or end which 
can be tapped in ways as yet undreamed of.

My wife and I are Student alchemists, training under 
Frater Albertus at Sait Lake City in practical laboratory 
work and this year we take the sixth (of 7) year's course 
in Sept. At home we work at alchemy full time, making 
medicines according to the old-time alchemists recipes 
from various metals, getting the oil from antimony, and 
attempting to make 'the Mercury' of the Philosophers. 
We feel this is a tangible, visible form of cosmic rays, 
just as magnetism may be a 'locked in' form of these 
rays. The Mercury further processed, becomes the 
Philosophers Stone. These old books are NOT rubbish, 
but contain truths beyond belief, verifiable today in 
the lab.

If you go anywhere near Sait Lake City try to see 
Frater Albertus. I feel sure he too would like to meet 
you, as he is looking for conscious assistants, those 
among us who are waking up. Alchemy is a way of 
raising our vibrations to a state of full cosmic conscious
ness, in this or even in another life just ahead. Alchemy 
embraces all other studies and Sciences and arts. Homo- 
epathy was not originated by Hanneman or Paracelsus. 
It is an age old Science as valid as Tridosha, Iridology, 
Acupuncture, etc. Frater Albertus also teaches Astro- 
Cyclic-Pulsations (Esoteric Astrology) where the amounts 
and types of energy present in matter can be accurately 
calculated. Also, the spagyricart (medicines) when used 
on the herb or metal's specific day raise the vibrations 
and activate the Chakras. Crystals (living high intelli- 
gences) are investigated in the sixth or seventh class^ 
Key metals that are gateways.

Re,the Great Pyramid: To be a Science alchemy and 
related studies must be demonstrable on three levels. 
The Pyramid in the physical isacollector and distributor 
of energy. Energy or electricity is an extension of 
Spirit, and Spirit is consciousness of the Creator. On the 
intellectual plane the hidden, great secrets of measure- 
ment and of prophecy and other things await beyond 
mortal belief. On the so-called Spiritual plane, the 
Queens Chamber may be the pituitary gland and the 
King's Chamber the Pineal. Cosmic Consciousness can 
come only when the Kundalini fire is allowed to rise 
and flood the Pineal where it is said "we see God face 
to face" and share his greaf gift—consciousness far above 
mortal level. Pyramidology is a Science, as is Iridology, 
where the Creator concealed the chart of man's mech- 
anism in the eyes Regards, L< B, B.C., Canada. A

THE GREAT CAPSTONE CONTROVERSY 
CONTINUED By Eimer D. Robinson

The Great Pyramid's capstone was scaled by a factor 
of 0 - 1.6, where 0 = \/l .25 4- 0.5 (A hypothesis.)

Several elements of the “Great Capstone Contro- 
versy" appeared in the September-October 1976 issue of 
The Pyramid Guide. Mr. Scott Francis of Wenatches, 
WA, using historical reports, presented some results of 
his studies relative to the dimensions of the capstone. 
My recent mathematical modeling of the Great Pyramid's 
external and internal features resulted in some interesting 
hypotheses, including a basis for the design philosophy 
and size of the capstone.

Agatharchides, Strabo and Herodotus provided the 
key clues to the capstone's dimensions. Peter Tompkins, 
"Secrets of the Great Pyramid," treats these sources 
with quality insight. These reports provide key dimen
sions for the basewidth (Fig. 1, C-D) —440 cubits; slant 
height WITHOUT capstone—352 cubits; and the cap
stone's slant height—4 cubits. The design philosophy 
formula was provided by Herodotus when he reported: 
"the area of a face is the square of the pyramid's vertical 
height." This Statement is true only when the meridian 
triangle, (one-half the meridian cross-sectional triangle) 
has a base of one unit, an altitude (A-B) of \/ö units, 
and a hypotenuse (A-C) of 0 units.

Figure 1 shows the triangles. The numerical value of 
0 is \/l.25 + 0.5 1.6180339887, to eleven digit
accuracy. The remaining clue is found in the relationship 
of the slant height without capstone to 1/10 minute of 
latitude. Thus the Pyramid's slant height without cap
stone is 8/10 times the basewidth.

If the basewidth (C-D) is 440 cubits, the slant height 
without capstone is 8/10ths of the former, or 352 cubits 
and agrees with historical data. The reported slant height 
of the capstone is 4 cubits, but this must be a rounded 
number. How can we determine the capstone's accurate 
dimension?

The meridian cross-section in the math model has a 
base of 2 units. The slant height without capstone must 
be 8/10ths of the two units (1.6 units). The slant height 
with capstone is 1.618033989 in the model, therefore 
the slant height of the capstone is 1.618033989 - 1.6 = 
0.018033989 units. Given this dimension, one finds the 
capstone's basewidth when dividing the slant height by 
0, and multiplying the results by two. The vertical height 
is found in the division of the slant height by \/0 = 
1.27201965. The dimensions in model units are:

Slant height = 0.018033989 units
Base length = 0.0222912363 units 
Vertical height = 0.0141774453 units 

To scale these dimensions to the actual size of the 
pyramid we refer to J.H. Cole's highly accurate Pyramid 
survey in 1925. His average basewidth was 230,363.75 
millimeters with probably errors between ±6 and ±30 
millimeters. If the model's meridian cross-section is 2 
units long, the meridian triangle has a base of one-half 
this. The scale factors are:

1 model unit = 115.181875 meters 
= 377.8932907 feet 
= 220 cubits.

Using these scale factors as multipliers, we find the 
capstone's dimensions to be as follows:

Slant height = 2.077188667 meters 
= 6.814923448 feet 
= 3.96747758 cubits

Baselength = 2.567546393 meters
= 8.423708639 feet
= 4.904071986 cubits

Vertical height = 1.632984732 meters
= 5.357561458 feet 
= 3.119037966 cubits

A cubit, based on an average basewidth of 440 cubits 
and Cole's average basewidth of 230,363.75 millimeters 
is 230,363.75 millimeters divided by 440 cubits, or 
523.5539773 millimeters per cubit. This compareswith 
Newton's "profane" cubit of 524 millimeters, a differ
ence of 0.4460227 millimeters or 0.0175599488 inches. 
This compares to about one-half the spark plug gap in 
the average length, 8-cylinder automobile engine.

Hypothetically the slant height of the capstone was 
intended to be proportional to 0 - 1.6 units. If one 
compares the calculated dimensions of the capstone with 
the reported slant height of 4 cubits, one finds a 
difference of: 0.03252242 cubits, or 17.027 millimeters, 
0.67036 inches. The difference is less than 1%.

Incidentally, the length of a cubit used in the math 
model is 20.61236131 inches which compares with 
Newton's 20.63 inches, a difference of 0.01763869 
inches! This difference, even though it is small, becomes 
highly important in the correlation or non-correlation 
of dimensions.

It appears the math model of the capstone is in 
excellent agreement with historical reports. The slant 
height of the capstone, by coincidence, is obtained by 
taking the difference between an irrational number, 0, 
and a rational number, 1.6, to obtain a residual, 
© 1976 E.D. Robinson, Wheaton, MD, 
All rights reserved. No part of this monograph may be 
eproduced in any form or by any means without per- 
nission in writing from the author.

THIRD EYE, PYRAMID STIGMATA . . . Youthful An
tonio (Toni) Lourenco Pessoa Dutra,scientificresearcher, 
of Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil, awakened one 
morning to find the redish circular dot developing on 
his brow—referred to in eastern writings as the Ajna 
center. Toni believes continuous meditations under the 
pyramid brought his Stigmata phenomenon into mani
festation. (Photo taken by Bill Cox in Belo Horizonte 
Jan. 23, 1976).

Veaa M/i. PyaamZd,
In the Z&bt, SepTonbe/i-OetöbeA 
pyRAMW Gt/IPE, M4. LZLULüm L. Baot'Jn Zn- 
quZaed ab out Z/ie. ex.act ZocatZon the 
Gaeat PyaamZd o& GZza, and a poZnt oppo- 
kdte Zt on -t/ia e.aAT/i'4 AUAface.
AccoadZng to the mo6t aecent suAvey ofi 
the Codao aaea dn 1959, the Gaeat Pyaa
mZd dt Zocated at:
31 09' 51" eat>t Zongdtu.de
29 58' 51" noath ZatZtade
Thdx> agaea u)dth the data on the ZaZett 
OpeaatZonaZ NavdgaZdon Chaot. It aZt>o 
agnect> M.dth a A&avey by NapoZeon Bona- 
paote'A 6ta^ tn 1 798, and a AuAvey by 
ChaaZeü PZazzZ Smyth tn 1 867.
The paeatse podnt on the eaathZ kuA^ace 
oppoe>dZe the Gaeat PyaamZd Za Zocated at'. 
148 50' 09" ZongdZu.de 
29 58' 51" AouZh ZaZZZu.de
ThZs ZZe6 tn a ZocaZe Zn the South PacZ- 
^Zc Ocean, about 700 kZZomeZeOA AouZh o£ 
the centeA o^ the TubuaZ lA-tand Gaoup. 
E.V. RobdnAon, Wheaton, Md. 20902.

PYRAUWOLOGV ‘77

A modean Atudy o& an AncZenZ ScZence. .. 
SattAday and Su.nd.ay, Feb. 19Zh and 20th. 
HeZd at the BaeckenaZdge Inn o^ the Span- 
dAh PavZZZon, St. LouZa, MdAAoaoZ. 
PaeAenZed by: GREAT PVRAP\W CHEOPS, Pe- 
Aeaach and VeveZopment Co.
GueAt ApeaheOA dncZu.de:
LES BROWN, PyaamZd Peaßoomance and the 
Bene^ZZA faoa MankZnd.

PR, RAV BROWN, The AtZantean PyaamZd CnyA- 
taZ.
E. RA/MONO CAPT, The Gaeat PyaamZd Pecoded

BILL COX, Fonm Eneagy

EP PETTLT, Secaet and PAychZc Potcea o^ the 
PyaamddA.

MAX TOTH, PyaamZd Powea, To the FuZiAe 
Faom the Post.

FIRE IN THE IZIPPLE ( a movte Zn coZoa ).

Foa &aee baoehuae Zn^oamaZZon aegaadZng 
the 1977 con&eAence, waZte to Gaeat Pyaa
mZd Cheops, 8143 BZg Bend BZvd. Web^teA 
GaoveA, MZ^ouaZ 63119 Phone: 314-961 -1069.

STONEHENGE VIEWPOINT-Articleson ancient 
sites in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. 
Published quarterly. Write for sample copy. 
Stonehenge Viewpoint, 1421 State St., Suite 35, 
Santa Barbara, California 93101.

Zongdtu.de
ZongdZu.de
ZaZZZu.de
dncZu.de


LETTER FROM TESLA PAGE 5
This previously unpublished letter from the late, great electrical genius 

Nikola Tesla, written on a Serbian Christmas day, January 6, 1900, 
describes the mental and emotional intensity he feit following his discovery 
of extraterrestrial contact through radio transmissions received at his 
Colorado Springs, Colo, laboratory in 1899, (see Tesla's letter,courtesy of 
Leland Anderson, of Denver, Colorado).

Nikola Tesla, long familiär with electrical interference from solar, 
aurora borealis and earth currents discounted these energies as contributing 
in any way to the Signals recorded that lone night in Colorado Springs. 
The celestial sound patterns from space, in his view, of intelligent origin, 
prompted Tesla to say:

"The feeling is constantly growing on me that I had been the first to 
hear the greeting of one planet to another . . . indicating one of the great 
possible achievements of the next one hundred years (by the year 2,000), 
that it would probably be the confirmation and Interpretation of this 
planetary challenge to us.” This, the electrical wizard's announcement to 
the Red Cross Society, Anderson adds, "was harshly criticized, a particu- 
larly unfortunate event: because of such attacks, Tesla never produced 
detailed information concerning the results of his intended investigations.

Typeset Version of Nikola Tesla's Christmas letter (as shown above).
7 have observed electrical actions, which have appeared inexpHcabie. Faint and 
uncertain though they were, they have given me a deep conviction and foreknowledge, 
that ere long all human beings on this globe, as one, will turn the eyes to the firma- 
ment above, with feeHngs of love and reverence, thrilled by the glad news: "Brethren! 
We have a message from another worid, unknown and remote. It reads: one. . . 
two. . . three. . . . Christmas 190B Nikola Tesla.

EARLY PHOTO OF NIKOLA TESLA .. . contemplating new uses of electri
cal energy in his New York laboratory. He held over 1,000 electrical patents 
spanning a lifetime of extraordinary electrical inventions, including the 
Tesla coil, alternating current; also early radio and television discoveries.

Dma BZLZ,
JimZ a short note to test you know what hu been going on with the. 
New Age Foundation. Ide haue just compZeted out seventh Roefe// Moun
tain regionaZ convention, a great succus Zn every sense. PeopZe 
(tom groups aZZ around the United Statu are begZnnZng to (ind com- 
mon purposu and uni(ying their e((orts.
I am continuing my tuearch Zn the energy o( ptoporXions and have 
been studying the'works o( WiZheZm Reich, whose orgone enMgy ,ac- 
cumuZators appeax to produce the pyramid energy e((ect. The time 
is dtawing neat (ot many o/( the Zost, (orgotten ot Aupptused 
cosmic truths to be teveaZed to those who ate ready. The great 
centrai Aun now begZnA to emit a higher (requency. This wiZZ raise 
the moZecuZar, vibrationaZ ZeveZ Zn human beZngA and cotruponding- 
Zy raise the conscious ApitiXuaZ ZeveZ.
Musagu and conXacts (tom the Space brotherhood ate beeomZng more 
(requent. They advise ua to ptepaxe (ot the many geoZogicaZ, geo- 
gtaphicaZ, and. conscious changu soon to come. On Febtuary 13th, 
1976, the axiaZ and magnetic poZu began theit shi(t back towaxd 
eaeh other. The magnitude and its e((ect on this cycZe has been in 
evidence in pteceeding magnetic catacZysms. We ate toZd that no 
maXter what happens, we ate not to go baek to the cavu.
The work dutined (oh out group is to make peopZe awate o( the New 
Age consciousness, Zn as many ateas as possibZe, ptepating wiZdet- 
nus teXteats under Divine dtrection, to heZp beaxexs o( Zight to 
bring about the beginnings o( the new civiZization.
May the white ZZght suttound you in aZZ yout a((airs, yout Cosmic 
Brother, Brian L. BeZZ, state o( Washington.,,,

Uh. BiZZ Cox., PyxamZd Guide,
Yout Zast issue btings this comment deaZZng with yout pubZications 
image.
SZavu depicted ander a whip, (i.e.isxaei in Egypt) buXZding o( 
the pyramids is a patentZy hXdicuZouA idea. There's no way a wood- 
en Wagon wouZd have the necusaty beatxng sur(ace on its wheeZs to 
transpoxt bZocks o( even a (ew tons. Note the stone beast in the 
picture. How did they then do it? CouZd it have been some sectet 
method o( Zevitation. We UFO experts wouZd Zike to beZZeve this as 
there's a great deaZ o( specuZaXZon about ZeviXation in UFO Zitera- 
ture. But again, there’s no such evidence. KnowZedge o( hydrauZiu 
is the key-- a very high knowZedge'.
Longtime tueatcher, Edward J. KankZe, 295 W. Market St. Suite d 
509, (darren, Ohio, in bis book PHARAOH'S PUMP, and patenti, 8S7,956 
documents inside the Great Pyramid ((tom a hydrauZic engineeting 
standpoint} the existence o( a compZex pump to suppZy the 'head' 
(or irrigation o( the NZZe deZta. Here your readers wZZZ see some
thing (actuat about the pyramids, rather than the generaZZy accep- 
ted cZaptrap. KunkZe teZZs HOW the pyramids were buiZt.
Thue structures reveaZ a very high ZeveZ o( hydrauZic (irrigation) 
engineeting. PZanning dwar(s the CaZi(ornia Feather River Watet 
project. Fürther it now appeats this knowZedge was not Egyptian 
(rom the timu o( the (Zood, about 12, 000 years ago, but more Zike- 
Zy (rom an AtZantean petiod some seventy (ive thousand years ago.
I say this because a knowZedge o( etheric physiu. was prcbabZy 
used, re(: RudoZph Steinet’s THE ATLANTEANS.
As you know (tom yout pyramid energy studiu, ApaeiaZ energy (Zows 
through the pyramid. This (otce ZikeZy enetgized the watet used in 
irtigaXing the NZZe vaZZey. Egypt was the grainety o( the petiod.
The deserX was (ertiZe (or an added 100 miZu on each side o( the 
teuer, as matked by a giant needZe now extending that (at into the 
duett. Ma.pt> exist (tom "Be(ote The Sands Came."
Now (tom an engineeting standpoint.. .Tust whete dou etheric, bio- 
pZasmic, orgone energy to 100 or so namu come (tom, and why dou 
the pyramid (otm direct it? Why dou the pyramid have a de(inZXe 
angZe?
The govetning angZe o( the pyta- 
mid can be deveZoped into an enet- 
gy equation. I wZZZ Zeave this te- 
veZatioh to BiZZ Whammond, a pto- 
(usionaZ engineet o( GPO Box 71, 
MontreaZ, P.Q_. Canada. This in(ot- 
mation has been heZd sectet be- 
cause o( ignotance, etc... Cot- 
tobotation comes (tom even mote 
uotetic areas. Thue two men 
have aZteady spent their Zivu 
geXXing the in(otmation Straight. 
Good wishu in the seatch, and 
kindut thoughts, Gotdon AZZen, 
Towet FiZms, Lynwood, Washington.
Dear Mt. Cox, 
My husband WiZZiam AZZZson, has had great Zuck with the pyramids. 
He made about (i(ty and put two o( them on each tomato vine. The 
vine gtew through them. He put one pyramid on the ground and one 
on top o( the Stake. We had very Zarge tomatou and a Zarge num
ber. A(ter cutting or picking the tomatou I put them inside a 
pyramid indoors. VeZicious'. We reaZZy Zike the Ryramid Guide, 
sinceteZy, Mts. Margaret AZZison, Hampton, Virginia.



PAGE 6MUSIC AND ASTROLOGY
Your Astrological Tone

THOUGHTFORM DEVICE POWERS AUTO?
Reports from Europe Claim a Frenchman has substantially increased his 

car's gas mileage using an imaginatively designed, crystal-mind generator. 
Some aspects of the story coincide with research information we have on 
hand in Southern California.

The unnamed experimenter, prompted by the kernel of truth so often 
found in legends and fables of the past, pondered the possible hidden 
meaning of word commands, such as: "Open Sesame!" or the secret order 
to elevate a magic carpet, or the command used by the young lady 
addressing the magic horse in 'Beauty and the Beast' thus: "Go magnificent 
one! Go where I go!!I"

The young French researcher reasoned that a focused mind, capable of 
psychokinesis, (moving objects at a distance with thought power) could 
emit a mental Charge, a command through attention and intention which 
could be amplified by a suitable instrument and cause an action in, or 
upon a physical object or substance.

The Frenchman pored through ancient writings, ancient mythologies, 
religions, books on telepathy, metaphysical teachings, the general Sciences 
and the mysteries of I Ching. He finally reasoned the 'word'concentrated 
and verbalized as thought directed into a spherically enclosed crystal 
octahedron could be energized and amplified to produce a powerfui result. 
He understood some principles of optics where certain crystal lenses could 
magnify visual waves, feeble Signals in radio and other sound devices. Thus 
the young man acquired a lodestone shaped crystal, similar to two crystal 
pyramids joined base to base, and resembling the gold molecule, "the 
perfect metal." His mental generator (see photo), consisted of a glass, 
inorganic sphere, positioned upright at the base in an organic, wooden 
bowl. A cap at the top suspended a short String attached to the crystal 
surrounded by (organic) water. The completed thought-form generator was 
then mounted at approximate eye-level on the dash in front of the wind- 
shield of his sports car.

Since faith and unalterable conviction were essential for success he 
departed from home with Sandwiches, dried fruit, sesame butter and apple 
juice. The car had a measured two gallons of petrol in the tank. He then 
issued the command: "Go JahillI Take me where I wish to go!" The young 
man and his car 'Jahill' headed for the countryside, unconcerned whether 
the gas tank supply would take him to any random destination or not, for 
he had food, good legs and confidence his mental generator would take 
him farther than ever before.

Previous tests indicated his car capable of 19 miles per gallon of gas 
during country trips. The route he now took was quite mountainous, 
adding further demands on the motor and gas mileage. After travelling 
38 miles according to the odometer, the little auto advanced forward. The 
miles ticked off to 48, and at 50 miles distance he stopped the car, took a 
deep breath, sang a happy song and ran around outside for awhile.

Again departing, he watched the mileage gauge register 60, 70, 80 and 
83 miles where the auto came to a sputtering stop; all this distance on 
two gallons of gas. The mind generator worked, not even connected with 
the fuel or electrical System of his car. "Why did the auto stop?" he 
wondered? The Frenchman then thought of Wilhelm Reich's theory that 
the human organism can accumulate or disengage energy, and that this 
energy was capable of being utilized in mechanical tasks. Thus a motor 
driven with human (orgone-organic), life energy was a distinct possibility 
of enormous potential. "But another possibility exists," he thought. "The 
subconscious mind wills the event to occur—mind over matter. Mental 
consent can be given so mind and matter can function as one, their real 
and actual state."

In the past there have been reports of people running a car some 
distance after the gas gauge registered empty, its praying occupants 
eventually arriving at a Service Station. Was the automobile indeed running 
on fumes or did their combined mind energy enter into the phenomenon? A

Dear departed friend Pythagoras,
Do you remember the article in Pyramid Guide edition #24, where 

Hollywood Studio mucisian, Steve Douglas, discovered the King's Chamber 
in the Great Pyramid is tuned to 'C'?—that is, the basic do or root tone is 
'C'? The astrological significance of this revelation may have a far reaching 
effect. Did you or your followers keep this secret to yourselves, or was the 
information lost in the vagaries of time? This suggests the innermost 
chambers and passageways likely contribute to an entire scale C, D, E, F, 
G, A, B, etc. . . . or do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, etc. . . . Where the rooms or 
openings producing these other notes will be found is anyone's guess. Even 
more exciting is the possibility of a precise locale for each note in the 
twelve-tone, chromatic scale, where a specific cavity registers its keynote 
according to the one of the twelve astrological signs. At this point, the 
King's Chamber is sounding its pitch in Virgo, and the coffer (lidless 
sarcophagus) in the same vault is tuned to A/j (A-Flat) and vibrating in 
Cancer. It seems the absolute location of each tone can now be mathe- 
matically plotted by some imaginative pyramidologist.

As one enters the Great Pyramid and roams through its many passages 
and inner sanctum, what happens when an Aries (sun), Moon in Pisces 
with Libra rising, in my own chart, for example, enters one of these cosmic 
spaces and meditates upon the corresponding harmony resulting from the 
blending of these keynotes? Did the builder-masters include a key to 
music of the spheres and an understanding of it through esoteric astrology? 
Are we on to something friend Pythagoras? The Rosicrucians understand 
the nature of each cell, plant, creature, human, planet, Star, in fact, the 
individual and combined galaxies in our universe each possessing their own 
keynote: as Max Heindel said, "all coming together in one grand harmony 
of the spheres," each life wave carrying its own tone, one of seven in the 
diatonic scale. Remember, you are credited with its invention, and the 
resulting semi-tone, chromatic scale woven through it.

Will you channel some useful guidance, dear Pythagoras? The Masters 
say all creation began with the "word of God." Sound may be the medium 
holding the atoms of our bodies in the fluid, moving matrix constituting 
our human form, at rest or in motion. Do you agree?

The following chart reflects the keynote of each astrological sign, 
described by the Rosicrucians as a pulsating flame of many colors, loeated 
in the medulla oblongata area of the brain. "This magnificient sound 
center," they add, "casts its light in conformance with the nature of each 
individual." Is it possible the flame issues a buzzing (bee-like) sound, a 
ringing or singing which is the keynote, a musical solo sounded by the 
archetypal, physical apparatus? Does this tone indeed purify and register 
higher essence in the dense physical body as we evolve in the light? I have 
heard that Spirit corresponds with melody, feelings and emotions with 
harmony, and rhythm with human desire (activity). If this is so, can we 
tune into the subtle music of the spheres, knowing this information and 
our precise keynote and the musical tone of our place at that time? Speak, 
friend Pythagoras. We await your wise counsel. B. C.
ASTROLOGICAL KEYNOTES ACCORDING TO YOUR BIRTH SIGN:
Aries = D* (D-Flat), Taurus = Eft (E-Flat), Gemini = F#(F-Sharp), Cancer 
= A6 (A-Flat), Leo = B6 (B-Flat), Virgo = C, Libra = D, Scorpio = E,
Sagittarius = F, Capricorn = G, Aquarius = A, Pisces = B.

All diatonic melody, 

harmony, chords and their changes



complete copper pyramid

Pyramid shown 

is 6’ base

Enclose a money order for: $107 (includes postage for non-res. of Ca.) or 
$113 (includes tax and postage for Ca. res.)

The Pyramid Guide, P.O. Box 30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93105

Copper cadeusus-wound, Pyramid Hat. . . open frame style. Also Copper cadeusus- 
wound AIMKH, (an electric metal) in combination with CARBON ROD (a magnetic 
material). All available for experimental use only. NEO PYRA TECHNIC PROD
UCTS, a division of Blue Rose Ministry, P.O. Box 622, Joshua Tree, Cal. 92252.

P jraiiiMls Are Äaldnij lliMief

Sold nationally In:
HEAD STORES 
PLANT STORES 
DEPARTMENT STORES 
GIFT STORES 
DRUG STORES 
BOOK STORES 
HAIRCUTTING SALONS 
RECORD STORES 
HEALTH FOOD STORES 
HEALTH CLUBS 
MEDITATION SCHOOLS 
WATERBED STORES

KYKaKMUD AKTS © 
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ällPYRAMIID AKTS
G 810 N. HWY. 101
o? LEUCADIA. CA. 92024
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Full Color Airbrushed 
Poster, 18x24, suitable 
for framing. A beautiful 
addition for any room. 
$2.95 PPd.

^Pyramids by Moskos.
5 ft. and 8 ft. base 
clear redwood; finely

Lcf Pyramids Make Von Atoney
The new 6" Pyramid Generator has been specifically designed to put you 
in the Pyramid business, Now you can join with hundreds of other national 
retail Stores and earn immediate profits, It's simple! For every five 6" 
Pyramid Generators sold, you can look forward to receiving at least one 
Order for a larger System. That's the average because the little ones seil 
the big ones.

h
9

Special Limited Introductoiy Otter
Purchase twelve (1 doz.) 6" Pyramid Generators today for only $25.00 (suggested retail value 
$60.00) and receive 50% off on the suggested retail price for all larger Systems with no 
minimum order!

Rush me___ doz. 6" Pyramid Generators.

Name_______________________________________________________________ ______
(Please Print)

Addre ss_____________________________________________________________ ———.
DOWSING HANDBOOKS, MAP DOWSING and 
OIL LOCATING, Cameron and Cox at $2.75 each, a 
unique, functional Dowsing approach at a 
distance. AQUAVIDEO, Locating Underground 
Water, in soft cover, Cameron and Cox at $6.95. 
One of the most comprehensive, step-by-step, 
fully illustrated Dowsing methods ever written. 
Order above from El Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 
30305, Santa Barbara, CA 93105

THE ORIGINAL CAMERON AURAMETER... 
world’s most sensitive Dowsing Instrument... 
twenty years in its development, and an effective 
experimental Dowsing device. The AURAMETER is 
lifetime guaranteed against defects, workmanship 
assured.. .Over4,500 in use throughout the wörld 
today. The AURAMETER is a’combination Water 
Compass, Weighing Device and Upright Pendu
lum. El Cariso Publications, sole manufacturer — 
$49.50 postage paid. Write for free descriptive 
brochure, c/o Pyramid Guide.

PYRAMID "T" SHIRTS, Right-On. .. Short sleeve in 
black @ $5.00; Long sleeve, navy blue, $6.00. % Neesi 
7650 Haskeli, Van Nuys, Ca. 91406.

8 Reprints of old articles on 
Nikola Tesla and other info:
$6.00, or write for details to:

City State Zip_____

Make money order or check payable to NICK EDWARDS ENVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS, INC. For 
faster Service please use Money Orders. (Personal checks must clear prior to shipping.)

Please check for Dealer Information _ Please check for Medical Product Information _
PAMM 1

Äick Edwards EiivinHiineiital Systems, Ine.
NEESI ■ 7650 HASKELL AVE. ■ VANNUYS,CA 91406 - (213)787-6240

Nick Basura, 3414 Alice St., 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90065. '/T

* 4 PYRAMIDOLOGY
For o listing of over 25 Pyromid Related

Dooks and more than 30 Pyromid j- 
J Products please send 2 stomps to: 5 • 

PYRAMIDS ’
Ö143 - PG Dig Bend ,
5t. Louis, Mo. 63119 >

MAGIC MIRROR’ 
See subconscious Inner Planes!

Write: I.P.C.
P.O. Box 2927-EA 

Hollywood, Ca. 90028

finest spiritual and scientific information in the psychic field.
SUBSCRIPTION FORM

CHIMES
I n c.

One year (13 issues) $7.50
Canadian and Foreign Subseriptions $9. 50

CHECK PAYABLE TO
CTtsrrvev

Box 8606. Washinqton, D.C. 20011

PAGE RESEARCH LIBRARY . . . One of the coun- 
try's most amazing variety of unusual books: Hollow 
Earth, UFO, Fortean Phenomena, Bigfoot, Occult 
Americana, and a whole plethora of the supra-normal. 
NEWSLETTER, four issues $1.00, and catalog infor
mation. Write: 6707 Colgate Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
44102.

Watch for these articles in upcomihg issues of the 
Pyramid Guide: The Pyramid Form: Relationships 
Between Shape and Sound . . . Moray's Electricity 
From The Air ... An Organic Pyramid Garden ... 
Brazil's, Luis Antonio, Master Paintings From The 
Other Side . . . Comments on the Zone of Silence . . . 
New Age Magnetism . . . Apparition Phenomenon . . . 
More on Verne Cameron's Pyramid Experiments . . . 
and an abundant collection of previously unpub- 
lished articles, photos and illustrations.

Please Note: The Pyramid Guide, El Cariso Publica
tions, the owner and Editorial Staff, does not accept 
responsibility for Statements made on the quality of 
product or Service offered by advertisers.

THREE QUESTIONS ANSWERED . . . up to 600 
words by mail. Old-time, proven European System, 
handed down, one-to-one, through long family 
lineage; now offered by Lillian St. John, formerly 
of London, England.

1) Just shuffle an ordinary deck of 52 playing 
cards; 2) from left to right, in horizontal fashion, 
lay out nine cards in a row, 36 cards in all which 
will result in four horizontal rows of nine cards 
each; 3) set aside the remaining 16 cards as they 
will not be needed; 4) WRITE DOWN, left to right, 
AS THE CARDS APPEAR, suit and number of 
numbered cards and/or suit and description of each 
ace or face card: all cards AS THEY APPEAR in 
sequence by row; 5) use Symbols as follows: "H” 
for hearts, "D" diamonds, "C" clubs, "S" for 
spades; and include birthdate.

For prompt reply, send $15 to Lillian St. John, 
P.O. Box 4353, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93103.

“PYRAMID OF LIGHT“-A Manea Arts Original, the 
perfect gift for everyone, scientist and artist altke. 
The "PYRAMID OF LIGHT” is made of the finest 
mirror & glass for your ultimate use & enjoyment. 
Order from MANTEA ARTS, 1018 S. Pacific Coast' 
Hwy, Redondo Beach, Ca. 90277. Six inch base— 
$7.50; 9"—$14.50; 12"-$21.50. Add $1 for handling 
and insur. Instruction & Legend included.



LEVITATION IS HERE . . . The Searl Levity Disk Generators shown in above photos were developed from prin
ciples discovered in 1948; dozens of models have been built since then. This invention is the only practical System of 
levitation yet developed, although Edward Keely, Nikola Tesla and others have demonstrated the possibility. The 
ultra-high voltage electrostatic force field producing the effect is developed by segmented rings rotating in the disc's 
periphery. Direction is controlled by varying voltage around the edge giving the disc outstanding agility at any speed. 
The magnetlcally powered craft does not require fuel.

WILLIAM K. MAYFIELD'S COLORA
DO SPRINGS, PYRAMID HOME . . . 
slated for completion September 1,1976. 
"Come and see me and spend the night 
in my pyramid," he writes, accompany- 
ing this photo to the 'Guide. Many great 
and Spiritual Masters have visited the 
Great Pyramid and Sphinx. Avatar Meher 
Baba (right) is shown in January 1933 
picture. The deep mysteries of Egyptian 
monoliths have drawn a long and im- 
pressive list of humanitarians. (Copy- 
righted photo courtesy of Lawrence 
Reiter [Hermes], Box 1192, No. Myrtle 
Beach, S.C. 29582).

John Searl, British engineer (above), 
accidentally discovered anti^gravity 
during experiments after World War 
11« Several working models have been 
flying over England. &

EL CARISO PUBLICATIONS,
P.O. Box 30305
Santa Barbara, Calif.
93105

FIRST CLASS MAIL


